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About This Game

A super fast paced survival shoot-em up. Fight waves of aliens as you score money for new weapons and upgrades to help you
survive.

Features:

20 Unique Weapons

Killstreaks

10 Maps with varied challenges

Stat Upgrades

On-the-fly store system

Mouse/KB Supported, but Gamepad highly recommended
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pixelloid animation

a great high speed train dlc for its age but a bit of warning for anyone thinking about picking it up. If you already own Munich-
Augsburg Route then you already have this DLC. Check your game files under C:\\Program Files
(x86)\\Steam\\steamapps\\common\\RailWorks\\Assets\\RSC\\ if you see a folder called "ICE3Pack1" you already own this
DLC and the only thing you will gain from this is the scenarios for Cologne-Dusseldorf.. awesome, but need some section to
download the brushes. pretty bad.. not to mention harry potter is probably the only thing worse than this game.. Not even the
NSA could decrypt this.. Atleast this game prevent me watching porn.
10/10 having a wet dream.. This DLC gives ya pretty OP Processor parts. Keep in mind that, if you don't want to play with the
parts, you'll need to unequip them everytime a charakter joins your party, that can wear these. However, especially for
postgame\/DLC-areas, they are a good addition.. Harder than Dark Souls.

things break, people die. endlessly. it's a nightmare.. If you're looking for a fast and snappy loading screen that lasts less than a
day to load and you'll probably die as soon as you go into the game then you're in for a treat. This black screened game's title is
beautiful and is a great game to play before sleeping as it will gives you great dreams, if you can wait a day.

Markiplier's 2 million dislikes on the video shows what a sexy game this truely is.

Overall, it's 4 yeses from the 'Britain's got talent' crew and you're into the next round with BLACKSCREENS.com.

I highly recommend this game if you like wriggling your baby toes and throwing 2 pounds in the fire.
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Been watching this one for a while and was excited to see it hit EA this morning. Played a couple hrs this evening and want to
provide some initial thoughts. I'll try to be as detailed as possible, since it looks like I'm the first to drop a review.

So without further ado:

This is a dungeon crawler with a classic feel. It has an overworld with towns and dungeons to find, and a pretty open progression
path a la M&M 3 ~ 5. I LOVE the retro graphics, and enjoy the music\/sounds as well. The game plays very smoothly, controls
are responsive & convenient, but unfortunately not re-mappable yet in the EA.

There are more character slots than many comparable titles (7 total), which I feel takes some of the strategy out of choosing
from the 6 classes. I chose 1 of each + an extra Wizard personally. Maybe it would be easier if there was 1 more class (Druid,
Ninja?) and we could just roll with 1 of each. Admittedly, I haven't had enough time to really experience character
development, progression mechanics, builds, talents\/attributes, etc. I will say there are a fair amount of equipment slots (~ 8
including accessories), and itemization\/loot seems decent so far. I'm not sure if there are unique\/epic pieces of gear for late-
game and\/or if there are plans to implement anything like that long-term? Would love to hear from the dev on this topic though.

World lore is simple, but in a purposeful and charming way. From your first step, you're free to explore randomly and with
limited central purpose, like an old Bard's Tale game. You will catch whiffs of quests from snippets of dialogue, for example a
guy in an inn says "my mom used to tell me the Great Librarian knows how to find the Enchanted Forest" (paraphrasing). Some,
but not all of these will be automatically added to your quest log. For the rest, if you're like me you'll be taking notes on scratch
paper to keep track of it all, which is cool!

On the other hand, note that story beats are cliche at best, and dialogue sometimes contains grammatical errors. There is even
unfinished dialogue, like an NPC literally saying "the developer has not finished implementing me yet!" :) Although to be fair,
he calls this out plainly in the EA notice on the store page.

The mini-map is very helpful. You'll find dungeons dotting the countryside, classic stuff like monster dens and bandit hideouts
to explore, kill enemies, pull levers, and loot treasure chests. These locations fit the theme of the game perfectly and support the
quest system as detailed above. Main towns and dungeons are also labeled on the map, although I think the ability to label
custom markers would be nice too! Note that enemies are visible on the overworld prior to engagement. For me at least this is a
huge pet peeve (I hate random battles), so thanks dev!

Finally, only normal difficulty is available right now in EA, but so far the balancing has been pretty good imho. Not too
intimidating\/impossible like some other crawlers e.g. Grimoire, but you still need to be careful. It's more a war of attrition and
resource management, like knowing when to rest and restock, which like many other aspects of the game harkens back to the
classic titles which influenced it. I suppose some hardcore players may think it\u2019s too easy though, if difficulty is critical to
your gaming experience.

Overall, so far this seems like a quaint and traditional DRPG experience. It's fun and fresh, albeit somewhat simplistic and a
little pricey for what it offers in terms of content\/polish. It's worth it though if you enjoy the genre, and especially if you want
to support an indie dev who is, for a change, NOT defecting to an Epic store exclusive.

Hope this helps. Feel free to ask questions too, and I will also try to update when I get time to play some more.

Enjoy!. When I saw the gameplay trailer for this game I was amazed by the detail and atmosphere. A creepy dim-lit office
space, something unheard of in horror games. I waited a long time to buy until it went on sale for a price I deemed reasonable.
When I first played it the ambience was chilling, the small little "spooks" really got to me, sometimes I would even get scared
from my own footsteps lolol.

But overall after playing through the game everything was well crafted except for one thing. I didn't expect God's Basement to
be a parallel world based on someone's past memories and experiences, I thought it would be a "Haunted House" type of horror,
in a way it still is but the "haunted house" centering around someone's memories and life experience was not what I was looking
for. What I was looking for is God's Basement to be a represented as a Purgatory but more terrifying, where you would
encounter creepy/scary denizens (such as the grandmother) of the this dim light office of god's basement (because for some
reason god wants his basement to look like an office space.). But anyways a direct sequel would not be a good idea imo but
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instead just add more characters into the game with their own memories and experiences.
(I know I said above that I don't favor the memories and life experiences represented in God's Basement .) but the game has
potential to become something more.

P.S. Add more characters don't make another game.. It really pains me to say this, but the game is a hot mess. It should be a
gorgeous, amazing place to visit... but it's just so buggy. If you are using Oculus hardware, so much as pressing a button on your
Touch controllers will crash the game instantly with a generic "Fatal Error". If you give up and just use a standard gamepad you
can actually get IN to the game, but right away you'll experience painful, eye-twisting visual artifacts... where a reflection being
rendered on one eye isn't being rendered on another. Also, this is very much a "walking simulator" style of game with adventure
elements... it's ideal for something like the Omni treadmill, but I cannot for the life of me get the game to accept any input other
than a standard XBox controller.

I wanted to love this, but it's not playable. It's a buggy, crash-ridden mess. Such a bummer.. A very good yuri VN that requires
the player to be observant and apply some detective skills. One of my favourite things is the score, especially the piano-driven
tracks that play at certain times. It compliments the art style so well too.

The characters are also well written and (for the most part) likeable. The protagonist is quite timid, but she's clever and
empathetic. I never really found her behavior frustrating. The romance scenes take some work to get to, but they're very nice.

If I had to give some complaints, there's still a few typos and errors in the translation at the time I'm writing this. Also, some of
the choices don't make a whole lot of sense. For example, choosing option 1 at a certain point might improve the relationship
potential for character A, despite there being no logical reason why it's relevant at all.

Another thing people may not initially realise - this is actually just part 1 of a 4 game series. The game still follows it's own
dramatic arc, but the ending doesn't come with total closure.. Enjoyed the worldbuilding and liked it more that Affairs of the
Court. It felt a little bit short and consequently the characters could have been better fleshed out, but overall, it was pleasant to
read and see how your choices affect the outcomes. Also appreciated the literature references like Metamorphosis and Moloch.
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